
 

International Document Services, LendingQB Create ‘Lights Out’ Mortgage Doc Prep-LOS 
Integration 
 
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Sept. 17, 2013—Mortgage document preparation vendor International 
Document Services, Inc. (IDS), and end-to-end loan origination system provider LendingQB 
announced the development of a joint interface designed to create a fluid integration between 
the LendingQB LOS and idsDoc. 
 
The LendingQB interface with idsDoc is a flexible and all-encompassing interface to ensure 
LendingQB users need never leave the LendingQB system to generate zero-default initial 
disclosures and closing documents through IDS. With renewed focus on data integrity from 
regulatory agencies, such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), true seamless 
system integrations safeguard the transfer of data between systems, saving lenders the cost of 
regulatory penalties resulting from data inconsistencies. 
 
"The LOS partnerships we develop are some of the most important to our business and what 
keeps our technology relevant in an always changing industry," said IDS Executive Vice 
President Mark Mackey. "The kind of 'lights out' interface we've developed with LendingQB is 
the future of LOS-doc prep integration." 
 
"Now more than ever it is business-critical that lenders remain in compliance within every 
single facet of their business, and compliant document preparation is certainly an area of 
concern," remarked Binh Dang, president of LendingQB. "The development of a completely 
seamless integration between our LOS and idsDoc ensures that the data used in disclosures and 
documents are completely accurate and compliant for our mutual clients." 
 
About LendingQB: 
LendingQB is a Costa Mesa, California-based company that specializes in loan origination 
technology solutions and services for the mortgage industry. The LendingQB LOS is a 100 
percent Web-based, true end-to-end enterprise-class loan origination platform. The solution is 
designed to meet the needs of all types of mortgage lenders-large or small, wholesale or retail, 
correspondent or Internet-based-with specialized tools that are targeted, customizable and 
flexible. 
 
LendingQB uses a consultative technology assessment approach before engaging with new 

http://www.idsdoc.com/


clients, and places a strong emphasis on the utilization of data analytics to assist lenders in 
leveraging business intelligence, resulting in optimized organizational performance and lowered 
cost per loan. For more information about LendingQB, please call 888-285-3912 or 
visit http://www.lendingqb.com/.  
 
About IDS, Inc. 
IDS, founded in 1986 in Salt Lake City, Utah, is a nationwide provider of mortgage documents 
and compliance. IDS services include closing documents, initial disclosures and fulfillment. The 
IDS flagship doc prep solution, idsDoc, is recognized in the industry for its ability to be 
customized to meet specific lender needs. IDS backs the system with unsurpassed customer 
service, cutting-edge technology, compliance and document guarantees, and a solid compliance 
team. Lenders looking to move forward when it comes to doc prep can visit the IDS website at 
www.idsdoc.com or call 800.554.1872. 
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